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Abstract
The honest opinions of a group of experts must be aggregated to
determine the deserving winner of a competition. The aggregation
procedure is majoritarian if, whenever a majority of experts honestly
believe that a contestant is the best one, then that contestant is considered the deserving winner. The fact that an expert believes that a
contestant is the best one does not necessarily imply that she wants
this contestant to win as, for example, she might be biased in favor
of some other contestant. Then, we have to design a mechanism that
implements the deserving winner. We show that, if the aggregation
procedure is majoritarian, such a mechanism exists only if the experts
are totally impartial. This impossibility result is very strong as it does
not depend on the equilibrium concept considered.
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Introduction

Consider the problem of a group of experts that must choose the winner of a
competition among a group of contestants. Di¤erent experts may have different opinions about who is the best contestant. The opinions of the experts
must be aggregated to determine which contestant is socially considered to
be the deserving winner of the competition. Experts have preferences over
the contestants that may depend on their own opinions about who is best
contestant. However, the fact that an expert believes that a contestant is
the best one does not necessarily imply that she wants this contestant to
win. For example, an expert might be biased in favor of some contestant x
and always prefer x to win the competition, independently on whether she
believes x is the best one or not. An example of this type of problems is
the Olympic host city election. The candidate cities are the contestants and
the members of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) are the experts.
Di¤erent IOC members may have di¤erent opinions about which city is the
best candidate. These opinions must be aggregated to determine which city
is the deserving winner. The fact that an IOC member honestly believes
that certain city is the best candidate does not necessarily imply that she
wants this city to be selected. For political or corruption reasons, she might
be biased in favor of another city. Other examples are the selection of Nobel
laureates or the hiring process in a department.
It is important to di¤erentiate between the process of aggregation of experts’ honest opinions to determine the deserving winner, and the voting
procedure used by the experts to decide the actual winner of the competition. The former re‡ects the objectives of the society, while the latter is
the mechanism used to implement these objectives. The process of aggregation of experts’honest opinions can be represented by a social choice function
(SCF) that selects, for each admissible pro…le of opinions, the contestant who
is socially considered to be the deserving winner. Because the experts may
be biased, they may not want to reveal their opinions about who is the best
contestant. For this reason, we have to design a mechanism that gives the incentives to the experts to always choose the deserving winner. For example,
a mechanism could be the voting system used by the experts to choose the
winner of the competition. Ideally, we are able to …nd a voting system such
that, in equilibrium, the experts always choose the contestant who is socially
considered to be the deserving winner according to their honest opinions.
When this happens, we say that the SCF is implementable.
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In this paper, we focus on analyzing selection committees in which the
opinions of all experts are equally important when determining the deserving winner. Based on this idea, a reasonable requirement that a SCF should
satisfy is majoritarianism: whenever one contestant is honestly viewed as the
best one by a majority of experts, then that contestant should be considered
as deserving winner by the SCF. Majoritarianism is at the essence of the
process of aggregation of expert opinions and it underlies as a requirement
in many real-world problems. For a majoritarian SCF to be implementable,
there must be certain limits in the degree of bias of the experts. To understand this notice that, for example, if all the experts were biased in favor of
the same contestant, they would always manage to make her win the competition, even if a majority of them honestly believe that the best contestant
is another one (and regardless of the mechanism that they use). Our aim is
to analyze conditions on the bias of the experts so that some majoritarian
SCF exists that can be implemented. In order to classify the degree of bias
of an expert, we use the concept of being impartial with respect to a pair
of contestants. We say that an expert is impartial with respect to a pair of
contestants if, whenever she believes that one of the two contestants is the
best contestant of the competition, then she prefers that contestant to the
other.
Amorós (2013) made the simplifying assumption that all experts have
always the same opinion about who is the best contestant (although di¤erent
experts may have di¤erent biases in their preferences). Clearly, in this case
the only reasonable SCF is the one that always selects the contestant who
is viewed as the best one by all experts. A necessary condition for the
implementation of this SCF in any ordinal equilibrium concept is that, for
each pair of contestants, at least one expert must be impartial with respect
to them. This condition, called “minimal impartiality”, is also su¢ cient for
the implementability of the SCF when the equilibrium concept considered is
Nash equilibrium.
In the present paper, we analyze the more interesting case where di¤erent
experts may have di¤erent opinions about who is the best contestant. Unlike
what happens when all experts have the same opinion, in this case there is
no single, trivial way to aggregate their opinions to determine the deserving
winner. Then, the question we try to answer is: what are the constraints
on the bias of the experts so that there is at least one SCF that satis…es
majoritarianism and that can be implemented in some equilibrium concept?
Note that this question is very general, since we do not study any speci…c
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SCF or focus on any particular equilibrium concept.
Unfortunately, the requirements for the existence of a majoritarian SCF
that can be implemented are very demanding. We show that, if the number
of experts is odd, then no majoritarian SCF can be implemented in any equilibrium concept unless all experts are impartial with respect to each pair of
contestants (Theorem 1). If the number of experts is even, the condition is
weaker, but still very demanding: no majoritarian SCF can be implemented
in any equilibrium concept unless all experts but possibly one are impartial
with respect to each pair of contestants (Theorem 2). We call total impartiality and quasi-impartiality to the conditions stated in Theorems 1 and 2,
respectively. The intuition of these results is as follows. An expert is said to
be decisive at a pair of contestants x and y if, for some …xed opinions of the
rest of experts, the deserving winner selected by the SCF changes when this
expert opinion changes from believing that the best contestant is x to believing that the best contestant is y. It turns out that, if a SCF is implementable
in some equilibrium concept, then each expert must be impartial with respect
to each pair of contestants in which she is decisive. Otherwise, we could …nd
two pro…les of experts’opinions for which the deserving winners selected by
the SCF were di¤erent and, despite this, the preference relations of each
expert were the same in both situations (which makes the implementation
of the SCF impossible, whatever equilibrium concept is used). If a SCF is
majoritarian and the number of experts is odd, every expert is decisive at
every pair of contestants and then, if the SCF is implementable, she must be
impartial with respect to them. Similarly, if the number of experts is even,
all experts but possible one are decisive for each pair of contestants and then,
if the SCF is implementable, they must be impartial with respect to them.
In most cases it is unrealistic to believe that the experts are totally impartial (or quasi-impartial) as, for example, some of them have friends or
enemies among the contestants. Therefore, Theorems 1 and 2 can be interpreted as showing that no majoritarian SCF can be implemented in these
cases. These impossibility results are very consistent. First, they do not depend on the equilibrium concept considered. Second, for the results to hold,
it is su¢ cient that there are two di¤erent opinions among the experts about
who is the best contestant. Third, the results still hold if we replace majoritarianism by two other reasonable properties: respect for the jury (the
contestant selected by the SCF must be considered as the best one by at
least one expert) and anonymity (changing the names of the experts with
each opinion would not change the contestant socially considered to be the
4

deserving winner). In fact, in this case, total impartiality is a necessary condition for implementation both when the number of experts is odd or even
(Theorem 3).
Related literature
There are a few predecessors to this paper studying models in which all
experts have the same opinion. Amorós (2013) studies the case where there
can be more than one winner in the competition and all experts agree on
who are the best contestants. In this case, there is no need to aggregate
the experts’opinions and the only reasonable SCF is that which selects the
contestants who are viewed as the best ones by all experts. He shows that
minimal impartiality is a necessary condition for the implementability of this
SCF in any equilibrium concept, and a su¢ cient condition for its implementability in Nash equilibrium. Amorós (2009) analyzes a model where the
experts must choose a full ranking of the contestants under the assumption
that they all agree on which the true ranking is. As in the previous paper,
there is no need to aggregate di¤erent opinions and the only reasonable SCF
is that which selects the true ranking observed by all experts. The necessary
and su¢ cient condition for the Nash implementability of this SCF is very
similar to minimal impartiality.
Holzman and Moulin (2013) studied the problem of choosing the winner
of a competition when the jurors are the contestants themselves and each
contestant preferences bear on whether or not she wins, and nothing else.
They analyzed straightforward mechanisms where each contestant cannot
nominate herself and such that a contestant message never in‡uences whether
she is chosen or not (they call these mechanisms impartial nomination rules).
Because reporting one’s disinterested opinion never a¤ect whether or not
one is chosen, every strategy of every contestant is dominant, and so they
ignore incentives and focus on the normative analysis of the mechanism. In
the present paper, however, we want to implement a majoritarian SCF and
jurors’incentives are crucial for that.
The literature on the Condorcet Jury Theorem also deals with the problem of juries whose members are strategic (e.g., Austen-Smith and Banks,
1996; Dugan and Martinelli, 2001; Feddersen and Pesendorfer; 1998, McLennan, 1998). These papers study the case where the experts must choose
between two alternatives and agree on the overall objective, but on the basis
of di¤erential information, they may disagree on which alternative is the best
one. There are several di¤erences between this literature and our approach.
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In our model, no contestant is unequivocally better for all experts, but it
is the experts’ owns opinions that determine who is the deserving winner.
Moreover, in this literature, the incentive to vote strategically arises because
an expert’s vote only matters when she is pivotal and because the information
possessed by other experts is relevant for an expert’s decision, not because
the experts are biased.
Another related strand in the literature is the theory of judgement aggregation (e.g., Pettit, 2001; List and Pettit, 2002). This literature analyzes
how a group of experts can make consistent collective judgements on a set
of propositions on the basis of the experts’ individual judgments on them.
In our model there is no problem of inconsistent judgements because experts
do not have to judge di¤erent propositions. However, both the judgement
aggregation approach and our approach point out certain weaknesses of majority processes. The former shows that majority voting fails to guarantee
consistent collective judgements, while the latter shows that majoritarian
aggregation procedures fail to be implementable.
Finally, the present paper is also connected with the literature on information transmission between informed experts and an uninformed decision
maker (e.g., Gerardi et al., 2009; Krishna and Morgan, 2001; Wolinsky, 2002).
These papers analyze the problem where a group of experts are called to advise a decision maker who has di¤erent preferences. Krishna and Morgan
(2001) study the case in which two informed and biased experts o¤er advice
to a decision maker and show that, if both experts are biased in the same
direction, then there is no equilibrium in which full revelation occurs (this
situation bears some resemblance to the case in which all experts want to
favor the same contestant in our model). In the model analyzed by Wolinsky
(2002), the experts share a similar bias relative to the decision maker, but
they have di¤erent pieces of information so that their reports cannot be confronted. He shows that (if the decision maker can commit to a mechanism)
it is sometimes possible to elicit more information than the experts would
like to reveal. Gerardi et al. (2009) investigate how the decision maker can
extract the information by distorting the decisions that will be taken.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain
our basic model. In Section 3 we present our results. In Section 4, we give
our conclusions.
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The model

A jury composed of a …nite group of experts E = f1; 2; :::g must choose the
winner of a competition among a …nite group of contestants N = fa; b; :::g.
The general elements of E are denoted i, j, etc. and the general elements of
N are denoted x, y, etc. Di¤erent experts may have di¤erent opinions about
who is the best contestant. For each expert i, let wi 2 N be the contestant
who i thinks is the best one. Let w = (wi )i2E 2 N jEj denote the pro…le of
experts’opinions about who is the best contestant.
The opinions of the experts must be aggregated to determine who is
socially considered to be the deserving winner of the competition. The aggregation process is represented by a social choice function (SCF). A SCF
is a mapping from the set of admissible pro…les of experts’opinions into the
set of contestants, F : N jEj ! N . Given a pro…le of experts’ opinions w,
F (w) is the contestant socially considered as deserving winner. Let F denote
the class of all possible SCFs.
It seems reasonable that, whenever the same contestant is viewed as the
best one by more than half of the experts, then that contestant should be
considered as deserving winner. We say that a SCF is majoritarian if it
satis…es this property. For each w 2 N jEj and x 2 N , let Ewx = fi 2 E : wi =
xg be the set of experts who think x is the best contestant in w.
De…nition 1 A SCF F 2 F is majoritarian if, whenever w 2 N jEj is such
, then F (w) = x. Let F M
F denote
that there is x 2 N with jEwx j > jEj
2
the set of all majoritarian SCFs.
Experts have preferences over the contestants that may depend on their
own opinions about who is the best contestant. Let < denote the class of all
complete, re‡exive, and transitive preference relations over N . Each expert
i has a preference function Ri : N ! < that associates with each possible
opinion of i about who is the best contestant, wi 2 N , a preference relation
Ri (wi ) 2 <.1 The fact that an expert i believes wi is the best contestant does
not necessarily imply that wi is her most preferred contestant. For example,
i might be biased in favor of some contestant x and always prefer x to win
the competition, independently of whether or not she believes x is the best
1

As we explain below, each juror is characterized by a set of preference functions that
are admissible for her. The fact that i thinks wi is the best contestant does not imply that
there is only one possible preference relation for her.
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contestant. Let Pi (wi ) denote the strict part of Ri (wi ). Let R denote the
class of all possible preference functions.
Example 1 In Table 2 we show an example of preference function for the
case N = fa; b; cg. Contestants ranked higher in the table are strictly preferred to those ranked lower.
Ri : N ! <
wi =
a b
a a
Preferences bc b
c

c
a
c
b

Table 2 Example of preference function when N = fa; b; cg.
Let 2N
2 denote the set of all possible pairs of contestants. A general pair
of contestants is denoted xy. We say that an expert i is impartial with
respect to a pair of contestants if, whenever she believes that one of the
two contestants is the best contestant of the competition, she prefers that
contestant to the other. Each expert i is characterized by a set of pairs of
contestants with respect to whom she is impartial, Ii 2N
2 .
De…nition 2 A preference function Ri 2 R is admissible for expert i at
Ii 2N
2 if, for each xy 2 Ii , (i) whenever x = wi , then x Pi (wi ) y, and (ii)
whenever y = wi , then y Pi (wi ) x.2
Let R(Ii ) be the class of all preference functions that are admissible for i
at Ii . A jury con…guration is a pro…le of sets of pairs of contestants with
respect to whom the experts are impartial, I = (Ii )i2E . A pro…le of preference
functions R = (Ri )i2E is admissible at jury con…guration I if Ri 2 R(Ii ) for
every i 2 E. Abusing notation, we write R(I) RjEj to denote the set of
admissible pro…les of preference functions at I. Given a jury con…guration I
I
and a pair of contestants xy, let Exy
= fi 2 E : xy 2 Ii g be the set of experts
who are impartial with respect to xy at I. We say that a jury con…guration
is minimally impartial if, for each pair of contestants, at least one expert is
impartial with respect to them.
2

For example, the preference function in Table 2 is admissible at Ii = fbcg, but it is
not admissible at Ii = fabg.
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De…nition 3 A jury con…guration I is minimally impartial if, for each
I
xy 2 2N
1.
2 , Exy
We say that a jury con…guration is totally impartial (quasi-impartial)
if all experts (but possibly one) are impartial with respect to each pair of
contestants.
De…nition 4 A jury con…guration I is totally impartial if, for each xy 2
I
2N
2 , Exy = E.
De…nition 5 A jury con…guration I is quasi-impartial if, for each xy 2
I
jEj 1.
2N
2 , Exy
Total impartiality is a very demanding condition. It requires that, for
every admissible pro…le of preference functions R 2 R(I) and every admissible pro…le of experts’opinions w 2 N jEj , the most preferred contestant for
each expert i is wi , i.e., wi Pi (wi ) x for every x 2 N nfwi g. Note that, for
example, this prevents the experts from having friends or enemies among
the contestants (i.e., contestants to whom they always want to favor or contestants to whom they always want to harm). Quasi-impartiality is a weaker
condition, but still very demanding.
A SCF represents the socially optimal way to aggregate the experts’opinions about who is the best contestant. However, wi is privately observed by
each expert i. Thus, we have to design a mechanism that implements the
SCF. A mechanism is a pair
= (M; g), where M = i2E Mi , Mi is a
message space for expert i, and g : M ! N is an outcome function. Given a
jury con…guration I, a state is a pro…le of admissible preference functions together with an admissible pro…le of expert’s opinions, (R; w) 2 R(I) N jEj .3
Let E be a game theoretic equilibrium concept. For each mechanism and
each state (R; w), let E( ; R; w) M denote the set of pro…les of messages
that are an E-equilibrium of mechanism at state (R; w). Let E be the class
of all ordinal equilibrium concepts (i.e., the class of equilibrium concepts E
3

Equivalently, we could have de…ned a SCF as a mapping from the set of states to the
set of contestants, F : R(I) N jEj ! N . In that case, because we want the deserving
winner to depend only on the jury’s opinions on who is the best contestant and not on
^ w) for every (R; w); (R;
^ w) 2
their preferences, we should require that F (R; w) = F (R;
jEj
R(I) N .
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^ w)
^ i (w^i ) for
such that, for every (R; w); (R;
^ 2 R(I) N jEj with Ri (wi ) = R
4
^ w)).
every i 2 E, we have E( ; R; w) = E( ; R;
^
A mechanism implements a SCF in E-equilibrium if, in every state, the
contestant prescribed by the SCF is selected in equilibrium.
De…nition 6 Given an equilibrium concept E 2 E and a jury con…guration
I, a mechanism = (M; g) implements a SCF F 2 F in E-equilibrium, if,
for each admissible state (R; w) 2 R(I) N jEj :
(i) E( ; R; w) 6= ;, and
(ii) if m 2 E( ; R; w) then g(m) = F (w).
A SCF is implementable in E-equilibrium (or it is E-implementable) if a
mechanism exists that implements it in E-equilibrium.5

3

The results

We aim at studying what conditions must satisfy the jury con…guration so
that a majoritarian SCF exists that is implementable in some ordinal equilibrium concept. In the simplest case where all experts agree on who is the best
contestant, the only majoritarian SCF is the one that selects the contestant
who is viewed as best contestant by all experts. Amorós (2013) analyzed
this case and showed that minimal impartiality is a necessary condition for
the implementability of this SCF in any equilibrium concept, and a su¢ cient
condition for its implementability in Nash equilibrium. In this paper, we
analyze the more interesting case where di¤erent experts may have di¤erent
opinions about who is the best contestant.
We begin by stating two simple lemmas that will be useful in our analysis.
The …rst one states that, if an expert i is not impartial with respect to a pair
of contestants xy, then there exists an admissible preference function for i
^ w),
For each E 2 E, if no juror changes her preferences from state (R; w) to state (R;
^
then the pro…les of messages that constitute an E equilibrium are the same in both states.
For example, m 2 M is a Nash equilibrium of mechanism = (M; g) at state (R; w) if for
each i 2 E and each m
^ i 2 Mi , g(m) Ri (wi ) g(m
^ i ; m i ).
5
One can also use extensive form mechanisms to implement a SCF. An extensive form
mechanism is a dynamic mechanism in which experts make choices sequentially. The
de…nition of implementation can easily be extended to this type of mechanisms. Although,
in general, the use of extensive form mechanisms facilitates the implementation problem,
our results in the present paper still hold when we consider these mechanisms.
4
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that is such that her preferences when she believes that the best contestant
is x are the same than when she believes that the best contestant is y.
= Ii , there
Lemma 1 For every expert i 2 E and pair xy 2 2N
2 such that xy 2
exists some admissible preference function Ri 2 R(Ii ) with Ri (x) = Ri (y).
The intuition for this result is straightforward and we omit the proof.
Next, we propose an example.
Example 2 Suppose that N = fa; b; cg. Let I be a jury con…guration such
that, for some expert i, ac 2
= Ii . In particular, suppose that Ii = fab; bcg.
Table 3 shows an example admissible preference function for expert i, Ri 2
R(Ii ), where Ri (a) = Ri (c).
Ri
a b c
ac b ac
b ac b
Table 3 Preference function Ri in Example 2.
Our second lemma states that, if the preference relations of each expert
are the same in two di¤erent states, then every SCF that is implementable
in some equilibrium concept must select the same contestant in both states.
Lemma 2 Let F 2 F be a SCF implementable in E-equilibrium for some
^ w)
E 2 E. Let (R; w); (R;
^ 2 R(I) N jEj be two admissible states such that
^ i (w^i ) for every i 2 E. Then, F (w) = F (w).
Ri (wi ) = R
^
Proof. Suppose that F is implementable in E-equilibrium using a mechanism
^ w)
= (M; g). Suppose that (R; w) and (R;
^ are such that the preference
^ i (w^i )
relations of each expert i at both states are the same, i.e., Ri (wi ) = R
for every i 2 E. Then, a pro…le of messages m 2 M is an E-equilibrium of
^ w),
at state (R; w) if and only if it is an E-equilibrium of at state (R;
^
^ w).
i.e., E( ; R; w) = E( ; R;
^ Suppose by contradiction that F (w) 6= F (w).
^
Since implements F in E-equilibrium, there exists m 2 E( ; R; w) such that
^ w)
g(m) = F (w). Then m 2 E( ; R;
^ and g(m) 6= F (w),
^ which contradicts
that implements F in E-equilibrium.
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Next, we de…ne the crucial concept of an expert being decisive. We say
that an expert i is decisive in a SCF F at a pair of contestants xy if, for some
given …xed opinions of the rest of experts, the contestants selected by F for
the cases wi = x and wi = y are di¤erent.
De…nition 7 An expert i 2 E is decisive in F 2 F at xy 2 2N
2 if there
exist w; w^ 2 N jEj such that:
(i) wi = x,
(ii) w^i = y,
(iii) wj = w^j for every j 2 Enfig, and
(iv) F (w) 6= F (w).
^
If F is implementable in some equilibrium concept, then each expert must
be impartial with respect to each pair of contestants in which she is decisive.
The idea is that, for F to be implementable, the preference relation of at
least one expert must change between any two states (R; w) and (R; w)
^ such
that F (w) 6= F (w).
^ If w and w^ only di¤er in that wi = x and w^i = y, then
the only possibility is that i is impartial with respect to xy.
Lemma 3 Let F 2 F be a SCF implementable in E-equilibrium for some
E 2 E. If an expert i 2 E is decisive in F at some pair of contestants
xy 2 2N
2 , then xy 2 Ii .
Proof. Let F 2 F be a SCF implementable in E-equilibrium. By contradiction, suppose that there exists i 2 E, xy 2 2N
^ 2 N jEj
2 , and w; w
such that (i) wi = x, (ii) w^i = y, (iii) wj = w^j for every j 2 Enfig, (iv)
F (w) 6= F (w),
^ and (v) xy 2
= Ii . Let R 2 R(I) be such that Ri (x) = Ri (y)
(by Lemma 1, such a preference function exists because xy 2
= Ii ). Note that
jEj
(R; w); (R; w)
^ 2 R(I) N are such that Rj (w^j ) = Rj (wj ) for every j 2 E
(i included). Then, because F is implementable in E-equilibrium, by Lemma
2 we have F (w) = F (w),
^ which is a contradiction.
Now we can state our main results. First, we show that if the number
of experts is odd and di¤erent experts may have di¤erent opinions about
who is the best contestant, then no majoritarian SCF can be implemented,
regardless of the equilibrium concept considered, unless the jury is totally
impartial. The intuition of this result is simple. Given any expert il and
m
any pair of contestants xy, let w be such that a minimum majority of jEj
2
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experts,
j with
k i among them, believe that the best contestant is x, while the
jEj
other 2 experts believe that the best contestant is y.6 Let w^ be equal
l m
to w except that w^i = y, so that now a minimum majority of jEj
experts
2
believe that the best contestant is y. If F is majoritarian then F (w) = x
and F (w)
^ = y, and therefore i is decisive at xy. Then, by Lemma 3, if F is
implementable in some equilibrium concept i must be impartial with respect
to xy.
Theorem 1 Suppose that jEj is odd. Let F 2 F M be a majoritarian SCF.
If F is implementable in E-equilibrium for some E 2 E, then the jury con…guration is totally impartial.
Proof. Let jEj be odd. Given a jury con…guration I, let F 2 F M be
implementable in E-equilibrium for some E 2 E. By contradiction, suppose
that there exists xy 2 2N
=jIi . kLet w 2l N jEj
2 and
m E such that xy 2
m be such
l i2
jEj
jEj
jEj
that (i) wi = x, (ii) jEwx j = 2 , and (iii) jEwy j = 2 (i.e., 2 experts,
j k
experts think that
including i, think that x is the best contestant, while jEj
2
y is the best contestant). Because jEj is an odd number, then jEwx j > jEj
.
2
jEj
Then, because F is majoritarian, F (w) = x. Let w^ 2 N be such that (i)
and, since
w^i = y and (ii) w^j = wj for every j 2 Enfig. Note that jEwy^ j > jEj
2
F is majoritarian, then F (w)
^ = y. Then, expert i is decisive in F at pair xy.
By Lemma 3, because F is implementable in E-equilibrium, we have xy 2 Ii ,
which is a contradiction.

In many economic problems it is unrealistic to believe that the jury con…guration is totally impartial as, for example, some of the experts have friends
or enemies among the contestants. Therefore, Theorem 1 can be interpreted
as showing that, if the number of experts is odd and di¤erent experts may
have di¤erent opinions, it is not possible to implement any majoritarian SCF
in any concept of equilibrium. Note that, for this impossibility result to hold,
the opinions of the experts do not need to be “very di¤erent”since it su¢ ces
that there are two di¤erent opinions among them. Next, we show an example
of this result for the three experts and three contestants case.
6

For each real number 2 R, d e = minf 2 Z :
g, where Z is the set of integers.
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g and b c = maxf 2 Z :

Example 3 Suppose that E = f1; 2; 3g and N = fa; b; cg. Let I be a
jury con…guration be such that I1 = fab; bc; acg, I2 = fbc; acg, and I3 =
fab; bc; acg. Note that I is not totally impartial because ab 2
= I2 . Let F 2 F M ,
w = aab, and w^ = abb. Because F is majoritarian then a = F (w) 6= F (w)
^ =
b. Therefore, expert 2 is decisive in F at pair ab. Since ab 2
= I2 , Lemma 3
implies that F is not E-implementable in any equilibrium concept E 2 E. To
see this, consider, for example, a pro…le of admissible preference functions
R 2 R(I) where R2 is as described in Table 4. Note that Ri (wi ) = Ri (w^i )
for every i 2 E. Then, E( ; R; w) = E( ; R; w).
^ Since implements F in
E-equilibrium, there exists m 2 E( ; R; w) such that g(m) = F (R; w) = a.
But then m 2 E( ; R; w)
^ and g(m) 6= F (R; w)
^ = b, which contradicts that
implements F in E-equilibrium.
a
a
b
c

R2
b c
a c
b ba
c

Table 4 Preference function R2 in Example 3.
The argument used to prove Theorem 1 cannot be used when the number
of experts is even. The reason is that, in this case, if some contestant x
is viewed as the best contestant by a majority of experts, the change of
opinion of a single expert cannot make a di¤erent contestant y be viewed as
the best contestant by a new majority (at best, the change of opinion of a
single expert could cause a tie between x and y). This is the reason why,
in the result analogous to Theorem 1 for the case where jEj is even, total
impartiality is replaced by quasi-impartiality. Our next theorem shows that,
if jEj is even, then no majoritarian SCF can be implemented regardless of
the equilibrium concept considered, unless the jury con…guration is quasiimpartial. The idea behind this result is the following. Suppose that F is
majoritarian SCF that is implementable in some equilibrium concept and i is
an expert who is not impartial which respect to some pair of contestants xy.
1 experts believe that the
It turns out that, if w is such that i and other jEj
2
jEj
best contestant is x and the other 2 experts believe that the best contestant
is y, then F (w) = y. Suppose by contradiction that there is another expert j
who is also not impartial with respect to xy. Then, if j is among the experts
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who believe that the best contestant is y in w, we have F (w) = x, which is a
contradiction. Although quasi-impartiality is weaker than total impartiality,
it is still a very demanding requirement.
Theorem 2 Suppose that jEj is even. Let F 2 F M be a majoritarian SCF.
If F is implementable in E-equilibrium for some E 2 E, then the jury con…guration is quasi-impartial.
Proof. Let jEj be even. Given a jury con…guration I, let F 2 F M be
implementable in E-equilibrium for some E 2 E.
jEj
Step 1. For every xy 2 2N
such that (i) xy 2
= Ii ,
2 , i 2 E, and w 2 N
jEj
x
y
(ii) wi = x, and (iii) jEw j = jEw j = 2 , we have F (w) = y.
Suppose by contradiction that F (w) 6= y. Let w^ 2 N jEj be such that (i)
w^i = y, (ii) w^j = wj for every j 2 Enfig. Then, jEwy^ j > jEj
and, because F
2
is majoritarian, F (w)
^ = y. Hence, expert i is decisive in F at pair xy. By
Lemma 3, because F is implementable in E-equilibrium, we have xy 2 Ii ,
which is a contradiction.
= Ii , then xy 2 Ij for
Step 2. If xy 2 2N
2 and i 2 E are such that xy 2
every j 2 N nfig.
= Ii and
Suppose that there exists xy 2 2N
2 and i; j 2 E such that xy 2
jEj
xy 2
= Ij . Let w 2 N
be such that (i) wi = x, (ii) wj = y, and (iii)
jEj
y
x
jEw j = jEw j = 2 . Because xy 2
= Ii and wi = x, by Step 1 we have F (w) = y.
Similarly, because xy 2
= Ij and wj = y, by Step 1 we have F (w) = x, which
is a contradiction.
The results stated in Theorems 1 and 2 are very consistent and still hold
if we replace majoritarianism by two other reasonable properties: respect for
the jury and anonymity. Respect for the jury is related to majoritarianism
and requires that the contestant selected by the SCF must be considered as
the best contestant by at least one expert.
De…nition 8 A SCF F 2 F satis…es respect for the jury if, for every
F (w)
w 2 N jEj , Ew
> 0. Let F R
F denote the set of all SCFs satisfying
this property.
Anonymity requires that changing the names of the experts with each
opinion would not change the contestant considered to be the deserving winner. A permutation of a set is a one-to-one function of that set into itself.
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For any admissible pro…le of experts’opinions w 2 N jEj and any permutation
: E ! E of the set of experts, let w
be the jury observation derived
from w by assigning to each expert i the observation of expert (i) in w, that
is, (w
)i = w (i) .
De…nition 9 A SCF F 2 F is anonymous if, for every permutation :
E ! E and every pro…le of experts’ opinions w 2 N jEj , F (w
) = F (w).
A
Let F
F denote the set of all anonymous SCFs.
Next we show that, regardless of whether jEj is odd or even, total impartiality is a necessary condition for implementation if we replace majoritarianism by respect for the jury and anonymity. The intuition of this result is as
follows. For each possible pair of contestants xy, consider a sequence of projEj
…les of experts’opinions fwt gt=0 where each wt is such that each expert i > t
believes that the best contestant is x and each expert i t believes that the
best contestant is y. By respect for the jury, F (w0 ) = x, F (wjEj ) = y, and
F (wt ) 2 fx; yg for every t. Therefore, there is one element of the sequence,
wj , with F (wj 1 ) = x and F (wj ) = y, which implies that expert j is
decisive at xy. Then, if F is implementable in some equilibrium concept, j
is impartial with respect to xy. By anonymity, we can make j be any expert
i.
Theorem 3 Let F 2 F R \ F A be a SCF satisfying respect for the jury and
anonymity. If F is implementable in E-equilibrium for some E 2 E, then the
jury con…guration is totally impartial.
Proof. Given any jury con…guration I, let F 2 F R \ F A be implementable
in E-equilibrium for some E 2 E. By contradiction, suppose that there
exists xy 2 2N
= Ii . Let w0 2 N jEj be such
2 and i 2 E such that xy 2
that wj0 = x for every j 2 E. Because F satis…es respect for the jury,
F (w0 ) = x. Let w1 2 N jEj be such that w11 = y and wj1 = x for every
j 2 Enf1g. Because F satis…es respect for the jury, either F (w1 ) = x
or F (w1 ) = y. Suppose that F (w1 ) = x. Let w2 2 N jEj be such that
w12 = w22 = y and wj2 = x for every j 2 Enf1; 2g. Again, because F satis…es
respect for the jury, either F (w2 ) = x or F (w2 ) = y. Continuing with this
jEj
process, we have a sequence (wj )j=0 , where each wj 2 N jEj is such that, for
j, and (ii) wkj = x if k > j. Note that the
all k 2 E, (i) wkj = y if k
jEj
last element of this sequence, wjEj , is such that wk = y for every k 2 E,
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and then, because F satis…es respect for the jury, F (wjEj ) = y. Thus, we
can conclude that there is one element of the sequence, wj with j 6= 0,
such that F (wj 1 ) = x and F (wj ) = y. Note that wjj 1 = x, wjj = y,
wkj 1 = wkj for every k 2 Enfj g, and F (wj 1 ) 6= F (wj ). Hence, expert
j is decisive in F at pair xy. Consider now a permutation : E ! E of
the set of experts such that (j ) = i, (i) = j , and (k) = k for every
k 2 Enfj ; ig. Because F satis…es anonymity, F (wj 1
) = F (wj 1 ) = x
) = F (wj ) = y. Note that (wj 1
)i = x, (wj
)i = y,
and F (wj
j 1
j
).
)k for every k 2 Enfig, and F (wj 1 ) 6= F (wj
(w
)k = (w
Therefore, expert i is decisive in F at xy. Then, by Lemma 3, because F is
implementable in E-equilibrium, we have xy 2 Ii , which is a contradiction.

4

Conclusion

We have shown that, if the process of aggregation of experts’ honest opinions to determine the deserving winner of a competition is majoritarian,
then there is no mechanism that gives the incentives to the experts to always choose the deserving winner, unless all experts are totally impartial
(the condition is slightly weaker if the number of experts is even). The result
is very consistent since it does not depend on the equilibrium concept considered. Moreover, the result still holds if we replace majoritarianism by two
other properties: respect for the jury (the deserving winner must be considered as the best contestant by at least one expert) and anonymity (changing
the names of the experts with each opinion would not change the deserving
winner).
One could think that the opinion of an expert is a complete ranking of the
contestants (from the best to the worst) and the SCF is a mapping from the
set of admissible pro…les of rankings of the experts into the set of contestants.
In this case, we would say that a SCF is majoritarian if, whenever a majority
of experts rank the same contestant in the …rst position, then that contestant
is selected. Because, in order to know whether or not a SCF is majoritarian,
we only take into account the experts’opinions on who is the best contestant,
then all the results in the present paper continue to hold in this setting.
Similarly, our results still hold if we use correspondences instead of functions
to aggregate experts’ honest opinions. In this case, majoritarianism would
require that the correspondence only selects the contestant who is viewed as
the best one by a majority of experts whenever it exists.
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There are some results in the literature showing the impossibility of implementing in Nash equilibrium social choice rules that are single valued when
the domain of admissible preferences is “rich” (e.g. Saijo, 1987). These
results show that Maskin monotonicity (a necessary condition for Nash implementation) is equivalent to constancy of the social choice rule provided
the domain of possible preferences is large enough. Our results do not depend on the equilibrium concept and therefore they are not related to that
literature.
As strong as it is, total impartiality is only a necessary condition and
does not necessarily guarantee the existence a majoritarian SCF that is implementable. Whether this condition is su¢ cient or not may depend on the
equilibrium concept considered. The analysis of this problem is left for future
research.
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